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The direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation problem involves the localization of a few sources from
a limited number of observations on an array of sensors, thus it can be formulated as a sparse signal
reconstruction problem and solved efficiently with compressive sensing (CS) to achieve high-
resolution imaging. On a discrete angular grid, the CS reconstruction degrades due to basis mis-
match when the DOAs do not coincide with the angular directions on the grid. To overcome this
limitation, a continuous formulation of the DOA problem is employed and an optimization proce-
dure is introduced, which promotes sparsity on a continuous optimization variable. The DOA esti-
mation problem with infinitely many unknowns, i.e., source locations and amplitudes, is solved
over a few optimization variables with semidefinite programming. The grid-free CS reconstruction
provides high-resolution imaging even with non-uniform arrays, single-snapshot data and under
noisy conditions as demonstrated on experimental towed array data.
VC 2015 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4916269]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound source localization with sensor arrays involves
the estimation of the direction-of-arrival (DOA) of (usually a
few) sources from a limited number of observations.
Compressive sensing1,2 (CS) is a method for solving such
underdetermined problems with a convex optimization pro-
cedure which promotes sparse solutions.

Solving the DOA estimation as a sparse signal recon-
struction problem with CS, results in robust, high-resolution
acoustic imaging,3–6 outperforming traditional methods7 for
DOA estimation. Furthermore, in ocean acoustics, CS is
shown to improve the performance of matched field process-
ing,8,9 which is a generalized beamforming method for local-
izing sources in complex environments (e.g., shallow water),
and of coherent passive fathometry in inferring the number
and depth of sediment layer interfaces.10

One of the limitations of CS in DOA estimation is basis
mismatch11 which occurs when the sources do not coincide
with the look directions due to inadequate discretization of
the angular spectrum. Under basis mismatch, spectral leak-
age leads to inaccurate reconstruction, i.e., estimated DOAs
deviating from the actual ones. Employing finer grids3,12

alleviates basis mismatch at the expense of increased compu-
tational complexity, especially in large two-dimensional or
three-dimensional problems as encountered in seismic imag-
ing, for example.13–15

To overcome basis mismatch, we formulate the DOA
estimation problem in a continuous angular spectrum and
introduce a sparsity promoting measure for general signals,
the atomic norm.16 The atomic norm minimization problem,

which has infinitely many unknowns, is solved efficiently
over few optimization variables in the dual domain with
semidefinite programming.17 Utilizing the dual optimal vari-
ables, we show that the DOAs are accurately reconstructed
through polynomial rooting. It is demonstrated that grid-free
CS gives robust, high-resolution reconstruction also with
non-uniform arrays and noisy measurements, exhibiting
great flexibility in practical applications.

Polynomial rooting is employed in several DOA estima-
tion methods to improve the resolution. However, these
methods involve the estimation of the cross-spectral matrix
hence they require many snapshots and stationary incoherent
sources and are suitable only for uniform linear arrays
(ULA).18 Grid-free CS is demonstrated not to have these
limitations.

Finally, we process acoustic data19 from measurements
in the North-East (NE) Pacific with grid-free CS and demon-
strate that the method provides high-resolution acoustic
imaging even with single-snapshot data.

In this paper, vectors are represented by bold lowercase
letters and matrices by bold uppercase letters. The symbols
T , H denote the transpose and the Hermitian (i.e., conjugate
transpose) operator, respectively, on vectors and matrices.
The symbol ! denotes simple conjugation. The generalized
inequality X " 0 denotes that the matrix X is positive semi-
definite. The ‘p-norm of a vector x 2 Cn is defined as
kxkp ¼ ð

Pn
i¼1 jxijpÞ1=p. By extension, the ‘0-norm is defined

as kxk0 ¼
Pn

i¼1 1xi 6¼0. The paper makes heavy use of convex
optimization theory; for a summary see Appendix A.

II. DISCRETE DOA ESTIMATION

The DOA estimation problem involves the localization
of usually a few sources from measurements on an array of
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sensors. For simplicity, we assume that the sources are in the
far-field of the array, such that the wavefield impinging on
the array consists of a superposition of plane waves, that the
processing is narrowband and the sound speed is known.
Moreover, we consider the one-dimensional problem with a
uniform linear array of sensors and the sources residing in
the plane of the array.

The location of a source is characterized by the direction
of arrival of the associated plane wave, h 2 ½'908; 908(,
with respect to the array axis. The propagation delay from
the ith potential source to each of the M array sensors is
described by the steering (or replica) vector

aðhiÞ ¼ ej2pðd=kÞ½0;…;M'1(T sin hi ; (1)

where k is the wavelength and d is the intersensor spacing.
Discretizing the half-space of interest, h 2 ½'908; 908(,

into N angular directions the DOA estimation problem is
expressed in a matrix-vector formulation

y ¼ Ax; (2)

where y 2 CM is the vector of the wavefield measurements
at the M sensors, x 2 CN is the unknown vector of the com-
plex source amplitudes at all N directions on the angular grid
of interest, and A is the sensing matrix which maps the sig-
nal to the observations

AM)N ¼ ½aðh1Þ;…; aðhNÞ(: (3)

In the presence of additive noise n 2 CM, the measurement
vector is described by

y ¼ Axþ n: (4)

The noise is generated as independent and identically distrib-
uted complex Gaussian. The array signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for a single-snapshot is used in the simulations,
defined as SNR¼ 20 log10ðkAxk2=knk2Þ, which determines
the noise ‘2-norm, knk2 ¼ kAxk210'SNR=20.

A. Sparse signal reconstruction

Practically, we are interested in a fine resolution on the
angular grid such that M < N and problem (2) is underdeter-
mined. A way to solve this ill-posed problem is to constrain
the possible solutions with prior information.

Traditional methods solve the underdetermined problem
(2) by seeking the solution with the minimum ‘2-norm which
fits the data as described by the minimization problem

min
x2CN
kxk2 subject to y ¼ Ax: (5)

The minimization problem (5) is convex with analytic solu-
tion, x̂ ¼ AHðAAHÞ'1y. However, it aims to minimize the
energy of the signal rather than its sparsity, hence the result-
ing solution is non-sparse.

Conventional beamforming20 (CBF) is the simplest
source localization method and it is based on the ‘2-norm
method with the simplifying condition AAH ¼ IM. CBF

combines the sensor outputs coherently to enhance the signal
at a specific look direction from the ubiquitous noise yield-
ing the solution

x̂CBF ¼ AHy: (6)

CBF is robust to noise but suffers from low resolution and
the presence of sidelobes.

A sparse solution x is preferred by minimizing the ‘0-
norm leading to the minimization problem

min
x2CN
kxk0 subject to y ¼ Ax: (7)

However, the minimization problem (7) is a non-convex
combinatorial problem which becomes computationally in-
tractable even for moderate dimensions. The breakthrough
of compressive sensing1,2 (CS) came with the proof that for
sufficiently sparse signals, K + N, K < M, and sensing mat-
rices with sufficiently incoherent columns the minimization
problem (7) is equivalent to the minimization problem

min
x2CN
kxk1 subject to y ¼ Ax; (8)

where the ‘0-norm is replaced with the ‘1-norm. The prob-
lem (8) is the closest convex optimization problem to prob-
lem (7) and can be solved efficiently by convex optimization
even for large dimensions.21

For noisy measurements Eq. (4), the constraint in Eq.
(8) becomes ky' Axk2 , !, where ! is the noise floor, i.e.,
knk2 , !. Then, the solution is22

x̂CS ¼ argmin
x2CN

kxk1 subject to ky' Axk2 , !; (9)

which has the minimum ‘1-norm while it fits the data up to
the noise level.

Herein, we use the cvx toolbox for disciplined convex
optimization which is available in the Matlab environment.
It uses interior point solvers to obtain the global solution of a
well-defined optimization problem.23 Interior point methods
solve an optimization problem with linear equality and in-
equality constraints by transforming it to a sequence of sim-
pler linear equality constrained problems which are solved
iteratively with the Newton’s method (iterative gradient
descent method) increasing the accuracy of approximation at
each step.24

B. Basis mismatch

CS offers improved resolution due to the sparsity con-
straint and it can be solved efficiently with convex optimiza-
tion. However, CS performance in DOA estimation is limited
by the coherence of the sensing matrix A (see Ref. 5),
described by the restricted isometry property,25 and by basis
mismatch11,12 due to inadequate discretization of the angular
grid. Herein, we demonstrate a way to overcome the limita-
tion of basis mismatch by solving the ‘1-minimization prob-
lem on a grid-free, continuous spatial domain.
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The fundamental assumption in CS is the sparsity of the
underlying signal in the basis of representation, i.e., the sens-
ing matrix A. However, when the sources do not match with
the selected angular grid, the signal might not appear sparse
in the selected discrete Fourier transform basis.11 Figure 1
shows the degradation of CS performance under basis mis-
match due to inadequate discretization of the DOA domain
in fast Fourier transform beamforming.

To increase the precision of the CS reconstruction,
Malioutov et al.3 and Duarte and Baraniuk12 propose an
adaptive grid refinement. The adaptive grid refinement aims
at improving the resolution of CS reconstruction without sig-
nificant increase in the computational complexity by first
detecting the regions where sources are present on a coarse
grid and then refining the grid locally only at these regions.
Grid refinement is an intuitive way of circumventing basis
mismatch. However, the problem of basis mismatch is
avoided only if the problem is solved in a continuous setting,
particularly for moving sources.

III. CONTINUOUS DOA ESTIMATION

In the continuous approach, the K-sparse signal, x, is
expressed as

xðtÞ ¼
XK

i¼1

xidðt' tiÞ; (10)

where xi 2 C is the complex amplitude of the ith source,
ti ¼ sin hi is its support, i.e, the corresponding DOA, on the
continuous sine spectrum T ¼ ½'1; 1( (with T - T the set
of the DOAs of all K sources) and dðtÞ is the Dirac delta
function.

The sound pressure received at the mth sensor is
expressed as a superposition of plane waves from all possi-
ble directions on the continuous sine spectrum T,

ym¼
ð1

'1

xðtÞej2pðd=kÞðm'1Þtdt¼
XK

i¼1

xie
j2pðd=kÞðm'1Þti ; (11)

and the measurement vector of the sensor array is

yM)1 ¼ FMx; (12)

where FM is a linear operator (inverse Fourier transform)
which maps the continuous signal x to the observations
y 2 CM.

In the presence of additive noise, n 2 CM, the measure-
ment vector is described by

y ¼ FMxþ n; (13)

similarly to Eq. (4).

IV. GRID-FREE SPARSE RECONSTRUCTION

To solve the underdetermined problem (12) [or equiva-
lently problem (13)] in favor of sparse solutions, we describe
an optimization procedure which promotes sparsity on a con-
tinuous optimization variable.

A. Atomic norm

In the discrete formulation (4) of the DOA estimation
problem, the prior information about the sparse distribution
of sources is imposed through the ‘1-norm of the vector x to
obtain sparse estimates (9). By extension, in the continuous
formulation (13), we introduce the atomic norm,16 k . kA, as
a sparsity promoting measure for the continuous signal xðtÞ
in Eq. (10) defined as

kxkA ¼
XK

i¼1

jxij: (14)

In other words, the atomic norm is a measure for continuous
signals equivalent to the ‘1-norm (which is defined only on
vector spaces). Hence, the atomic norm is a convex function
which promotes sparsity in a general framework. For a dis-
crete grid the atomic norm corresponds to the ‘1-norm.

To clarify the analogy between the ‘1-norm and the
atomic norm and justify the term atomic, consider that the
vector x 2 CN can be interpreted as a linear combination of
N unit vectors. The unit vectors, in this case, are the smallest
units, or atoms, in which the vector x can be decomposed
into. The ‘1-norm is the sum of the absolute values of the
weights of this linear combination of atoms.24

Analogously, the continuous signal (10) can be interpreted
as a linear combination of K delta functions dðt' tiÞ, serving
as atoms for the continuous signal xðtÞ and the atomic norm is
the sum of the absolute values of the weights of the linear
combination of these atoms.16 Even though there are infinitely
many atoms in the continuous case, only few of those, K < M,
constitute the signal and the sum in Eq. (14) is finite.

B. Primal problem

Utilizing the convex measure of the atomic norm, the
DOA estimation in the continuous angular space is solved
with the sparsity promoting minimization problem,

min
x
kxkA subject to y ¼ FMx: (15)

Since the optimization variable x is a continuous parame-
ter, the primal problem (15) is infinite dimensional and cannot
be solved as such. It is possible to approximate the continuous
variable x on a discrete grid and solve the ‘1-norm optimiza-
tion problem (8). This would increase the computational

FIG. 1. (Color online) CS performance in DOA estimation in terms of the
discretization of the angular space. A standard ULA is used with M¼ 8 sen-
sors, d=k ¼ 1=2 and SNR¼ 20 dB. CBF and CS (*) reconstruction of two
sources (o) (a) at 08 and 158 on a grid ½'908 : 58 : 908(, (b) at 08 and 178 on
a grid ½'908 : 58 : 908(, and (c) at 08 and 178 on a grid ½'908 : 18 : 908(.
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complexity significantly when the discretization step is
reduced to improve precision. An alternative to this, is to grad-
ually refine the discretization step.3 However, we show that by
solving the dual problem instead, there is no need to employ a
discrete approximation of the continuous variable, x.

C. Dual problem

To formulate the dual problem to problem (15) (see
Appendix A for details), we construct the Lagrangian by
making the explicit equality constraints, y ¼ FMx, implicit
in the objective function,

Lðx; cÞ ¼ kxkA þ Re½cHðy' FMxÞ(; (16)

where c 2 CM is the vector of dual variables.
The dual function gðcÞ is the infimum, i.e., the greatest

lower bound, of the Lagrangian, Lðx; cÞ, over the primal
optimization variable x,

gðcÞ ¼ inf
x

Lðx; cÞ

¼ Re½cHy( þ inf
x
ðkxkA ' Re½cHFM x(Þ: (17)

To evaluate the second term in Eq. (17) we note that for ev-
ery xi, Re½ðcHFMÞixi( ¼ Re½ðFH

McÞHi xi( ¼ jðFH
McÞijjxij cos /i,

where /i is the angle between xi and ðFH
McÞi. Then,

jxij' Re½ðFH
McÞHi xi( ¼ jxij½1' jðFH

McÞij cos /i(
/ jxij½1' jðFH

McÞij(: (18)

The lower bound in Eq. (18) is non-negative if jFH
Mcj is less

than one, maxijðFH
McÞij , 1, and the infimum is zero.

Otherwise, jxij½1' jðFH
McÞij( < 0 and the infimum is

attained at '1. Hence, the dual function is

gðcÞ ¼
Re½cHy(; kFH

Mck1 , 1

'1; otherwise:

(

(19)

From Eq. (18), jxij½1' jðFH
McÞij cos /i( ¼ 0 at the infi-

mum, which for every xi 6¼ 0 yields jðFH
McÞij cos /i ¼ 1, i.e.,

jðcHFMÞij ¼ 1 and /i ¼ 0, as both jðcHFMÞij , 1 and
cos /i , 1. Thus, for xi 6¼ 0, ðFH

MĉÞi is a unit vector in the
direction of xi,

ðFH
MĉÞi ¼ xi=jxij; xi 6¼ 0;

jFH
Mĉij < 1; xi ¼ 0: (20)

Maximizing the dual function (19) constitutes the dual
problem

max
c2CM

Re½cHy( subject to kFH
Mck1 , 1: (21)

Since the primal problem (15) is convex with linear equality
constraints (A11), strong duality holds assuring that the max-
imum of the dual problem (21) is equal to the minimum of
the primal problem.

The dual problem (21) selects a vector c 2 CM which is
maximally aligned with the measurement vector y 2 CM while

its beamformed amplitude jFH
Mcj is bounded by unity across

the whole angular spectrum. At the angular direction corre-
sponding to the DOA of an existing source, the beamformed
dual vector (20) is equal to the normalized source amplitude.

D. Dual problem using semidefinite programming

The dual problem (21) is a semi-infinite programming
problem with a finite number of optimization variables,
c 2 CM, and infinitely many inequality constraints, which is
still intractable.

Define the dual polynomial

HðzÞ ¼ FH
Mc ¼

XM'1

m¼0

cmzm ¼
XM'1

m¼0

cme'j½2pðd=kÞt(m: (22)

Note that FH
Mc is a trigonometric polynomial (B1), of the

variable zðtÞ ¼ e'j2pðd=kÞt, t 2 T, with the dual variables c
¼ ½c0;…; cM'1(T as coefficients and degree M ' 1.

The inequality constraint in Eq. (21) implies that the
dual polynomial has amplitude uniformly bounded for all
t 2 T; see Eq. (B7). Making use of the approximation in Eq.
(B6) for bounded trigonometric polynomials, the constraint
in Eq. (21) can be replaced with finite dimensional linear
matrix inequalities. Thus, the dual problem is solved with
semidefinite programming,23,24 i.e., a convex optimization
problem where the inequality constraints are linear matrix
inequalities with semidefinite matrices

max
c;Q

ReðcHyÞ subject to

"
QM)M cM)1

cH
1)M 1

#
" 0;

XM'j

i¼1

Qi;iþj ¼

(
1; j ¼ 0

0; j ¼ 1; :::;M ' 1:
(23)

The number of optimization variables of the dual prob-
lem (23) is ðM þ 1Þ2=2 equal to half the number of elements
of the Hermitian matrix in the inequality constraint. Thus, a
problem with infinitely many unknown parameters, Eq. (15),
is solved over a few optimization variables.

E. Support detection through the dual polynomial

Strong duality assures that by solving the dual problem
(21), or equivalently Eq. (23), we obtain the minimum of the
primal problem (15). However, the dual problem provides an
optimal dual vector, ĉ, but not the primal solution, x̂. Since
the corresponding dual polynomial, HðzÞ ¼ FH

Mĉ; has the
properties in Eq. (20), the support T̂ of the primal solution x̂
can be estimated by locating the angular directions ti where
the amplitude of the dual polynomial is one (i.e., the angular
directions at the maxima of the beamformed dual vector),

jHðzÞj , 1; 8t 2 T! jH½zðtiÞ(j ¼ 1; ti 2 T̂

jH½zðtÞ(j < 1; t 2 TnT̂ :

(

(24)

Following Appendix B 4, this is done by locating the
roots of the non-negative polynomial which lie on the unit
circle jzj ¼ 1 (see also Sec. VIII B),
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PðzÞ ¼ 1' RðzÞ ¼ 1'
XM'1

m¼'ðM'1Þ
rmzm; (25)

where RðzÞ ¼ HðzÞHðzÞH ¼ jHðzÞj2 with coefficients rm

¼
PM'1'm

l¼0 ĉlĉ
!
lþm, m / 0 and r'm ¼ r!m, i.e., the autocorre-

lation of ĉ.
Note that the polynomial of degree 2ðM ' 1Þ,

PþðzÞ ¼ zM'1PðzÞ ¼ ð1' r0ÞzM'1

'
XM'1

m¼'ðM'1Þ;m 6¼0

rmzðmþM'1Þ; (26)

which has only positive powers of the variable z, has the
same roots as PðzÞ, besides the trivial root z ¼ 0. Thus, the
support T̂ of x̂, i.e., the DOAs of the sources, is recovered by
locating the roots of PþðzÞ on the unit circle (see Fig. 2),

T̂ ¼ ti ¼
k

2pd
arg zi jPþ zið Þ ¼ 0; jzij ¼ 1

$ %
: (27)

F. Reconstruction of the primal solution x

Once the support is recovered by locating the roots of
the polynomial in Eq. (26) that lie on the unit circle (27), the
source amplitudes [the complex weights in Eq. (10)] are
recovered from

x̂CSdual
¼ AþT y; (28)

where þ denotes the pseudoinverse of AT with columns

aðtiÞ ¼ ej2pðd=kÞ½0;…;M'1(T ti for ti 2 T̂ .
Figure 3 shows the DOA estimation with grid-free CS

following the procedure described in this section (see
Appendix C for a MATLAB implementation). The dual polyno-
mial attains unit amplitude, jHðzÞj ¼ 1, at the support of the

solution, i.e., the DOAs of the existing sources; see Fig. 3(a).
Figure 3(b) compares the grid-free CS (28) and the CBF
reconstruction in DOA estimation. The grid-free CS offers
very accurate localization, while CBF is characterized by
low resolution. Moreover, CBF fails to detect the weak
source at 15:9628 since it is totally masked by the sidelobes.

V. MAXIMUM RESOLVABLE DOAS

The maximum number of resolvable DOAs with grid-
free CS is determined by the maximum number of roots of
PþðzÞ in Eq. (26) which can be on the unit circle, jzj ¼ 1.
Since the coefficients of the polynomial PþðzÞ are conjugate
symmetric around the term zM'1, the roots appear in pairs at
the same angular direction tl, one inside the unit circle, zin

¼ rle'j2pðd=kÞ tl at radius rl < 1, and the other outside of the
unit circle zout ¼ ð1=rlÞe'j2pðd=kÞ tl ¼ 1=ðzinÞH . This implies
that the roots on the unit circle have double multiplicity. The
polynomial PþðzÞ has in total 2ðM ' 1Þ roots, as determined
by its degree. Hence, there are at most M ' 1 (double) roots
on the unit circle.

The necessary condition for the dual polynomial (24) to
satisfy the condition jHðzÞj < 1 for some t 2 T, thus avoid
the non-informative case of a constant dual polynomial, is
that the number of sources should not exceed17,26

Kmax ¼
M ' 1

2

& '
; (29)

where b.c is the largest integer not greater than the argument.
In other words, at least half of the (paired) M ' 1 roots
should lie off the unit circle alternating with the roots on the
unit circle leading to the bound (29).

For positive source amplitudes, xi 2 Rþ, the condition
(29) is sufficient and no separation condition is required for
the resolvable sources.26 However, for complex amplitudes,
xi 2 C, the sources are resolved uniquely only if the corre-
sponding DOAs are separated by at least,17,27

min
ti; tj2T

jti ' tjj ¼
k

Md
; (30)

where jti ' tjj is a wrap-around distance meaning that we
identify the points '1, 1, in T ¼ ½'1; 1(.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Support detection through the dual polynomial. A ULA
is used with M ¼ 21 sensors and d=k ¼ 1=2 to localize three sources with sup-
port set T ¼ ½'0:126; 0:275; 0:67(. (a) The dual polynomial jHðzÞj. (b) The
non-negative polynomial PðzÞ. (c) The support T is estimated by the angle of
the roots, zi, of PðzÞ for which jzij ¼ 1.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Grid-free sparse reconstruction. A standard ULA is
used with M ¼ 21 sensors and d=k ¼ 1=2 to localize three sources (!) at h
¼ ½'7:23858; 15:9628; 42:06718( with amplitudes jxj ¼ ½1; 0:01; 0:6(. (a)
The dual polynomial. (b) Reconstruction with grid-free CS (*) and CBF.
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The minimum separation condition (30) is a consequence
of the coherence of the sensing process which is related to the
beampattern; see Sec. IV D in Ref. 5. To guarantee a well-
posed sparse signal reconstruction, it is required that the col-
umns of the inverse Fourier operator FM, the steering vectors
(1), are sufficiently uncorrelated. The continuous formulation
(12) implies that adjacent steering vectors are in arbitrarily
close directions, hence fully coherent. However, the require-
ment (30) inhibits closely spaced (i.e., highly correlated)
steering vectors, hence prevents the sparse reconstruction
problem from being too ill-posed due to coherence.

Figure 4 shows the reconstruction for the maximum
number of sources possible. For positive source amplitudes,
xi 2 Rþ, the bound (29) suffices to ensure a unique solution.
Grid-free CS achieves super-resolution even for DOAs in
general position; see Figs. 4(a)–4(b). Inserting an additional
source at 71:818, thus exceeding the maximum number of
resolvable sources (29), results in a non-informative dual
polynomial, jHðzÞj 0 1, for all t 2 T, Fig. 4(c), and inaccu-
rate reconstruction where only seven out of the 11 sources
are resolved, Fig. 4(d). For complex source amplitudes,
xi 2 C, an additional constraint (30) on the minimum

separation of DOAs is required along with the bound on the
number of sources (29) to ensure a unique solution, Figs.
4(e)–4(f). Violating the minimum separation condition, the
CS DOA estimation becomes extremely ill-posed due to the
coherence of the underlying steering vectors resulting in
inaccurate reconstruction characterized by the presence of
spurious sources, Figs. 4(g)–4(h).

VI. NON-UNIFORM ARRAYS

The method is also applicable to non-uniform arrays,
constructed by randomly choosing sensors from a standard
ULA configuration, by adding an additional constraint in the
optimization problem (23).27 The additional constraint
ensures that coefficients of the dual polynomial correspond-
ing to inactive sensors on the ULA, cmnull

, are annihilated.
The dual problem in a semidefinite programming formu-

lation (23) is augmented with an additional constraint and
takes the form

max
c;Q

ReðcHyÞ subject to
QM)M cM)1

cH
1)M 1

" #

" 0;

XM'j

i¼1

Qi;iþj ¼
1; j ¼ 0

0; j ¼ 1; :::;M' 1
; cmnull

¼ 0:

(

(31)

Figure 5 shows the DOA estimation with grid-free CS
and compares it with the CBF reconstruction in the case of a
random array. Even though CBF performance degrades sig-
nificantly due to the increased sidelobe levels introduced by
the random array and the strong source towards endfire, CS
still offers exact reconstruction.

VII. GRID-FREE RECONSTRUCTION WITH NOISE

The problem of grid-free DOA estimation with CS
extends to noisy measurements making the framework useful
for practical applications. Assuming that the measurements
[Eq. (13)] are contaminated with additive noise n 2 CM,
such that knk2 , !, the atomic norm minimization problem
(15) is reformulated as28

FIG. 4. (Color online) Grid-free sparse reconstruction. A ULA is used with
M ¼ 21 sensors and d=k ¼ 1=2 to localize the possible maximum number of
sources (!), bðM ' 1Þ=2c ¼ 10. (a) The dual polynomial and (b) reconstruc-
tion with grid-free CS (*) and CBF for sources with positive amplitudes,
x10;R ¼ ½0:8; 0:6; 0:9; 0:5; 1; 0:9; 0:1; 1; 0:4; 0:7(. (c) The dual polynomial
and (d) reconstruction for 11 sources with positive amplitudes, x11;R
¼ ½x10;R; 0:1(. (e) The dual polynomial and (f) reconstruction for sources
with complex amplitudes, x10; C ¼ x10; R þi½'1:6; 0:5; '1:3; '2:6; 0:4;
'1:2; '1:2; '0:6; '0:5; 0:6(, separated by the condition (30). (g) The dual
polynomial and (h) reconstruction for sources with complex amplitudes,
x10; C, but locations violating the condition (30).

FIG. 5. (Color online) Grid-free sparse reconstruction. (a) A random array
constructed by randomly selecting M ¼ 13 sensors out of a standard ULA
with 21 sensors and d=k ¼ 1=2. The sources (!) are at h ¼ ½'32:88818;
25:27738; 69:39038( with amplitudes jxj ¼ ½0:67; 0:33; 1(. (b) The dual
polynomial. (c) Reconstruction with grid-free CS (*) and CBF.
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min
x
kxkA subject to ky' FMxk2 , !: (32)

To solve the infinite dimensional primal problem (32) we
formulate the equivalent dual problem (see Appendix D)

max
c

ReðcHyÞ ' !kck2 subject to kFH
Mck1 , 1; (33)

and we replace the infinite-dimensional constraints with fi-
nite matrix inequalities,

max
c;Q

ReðcHyÞ ' !kck2 subject to
QM)M cM)1

cH
1)M 1

" #

" 0;

XM'j

i¼1

Qi;iþj ¼
1; j ¼ 0

0; j ¼ 1; :::;M' 1:

(

(34)

Problem (34) is a convex optimization problem which
can be solved efficiently with semidefinite programming23 to
obtain an estimate for the coefficients, c 2 CM, of the dual
polynomial. The support of the solution, i.e., the DOAs of
the existing sources is found by locating the points where the
dual polynomial has unit amplitude following the methodol-
ogy in Sec. IV E. Once the support is recovered the source
amplitudes are estimated by solving a discrete overdeter-
mined problem, Eq. (28).

Figure 6 shows the DOA estimation for three sources
with grid-free CS when the array measurements are contami-
nated with additive noise [Eq. (13)] such that SNR¼ 20 dB.
Grid-free CS improves significantly the resolution in the
reconstruction compared to CBF, even though some weak
spurious sources appear as artifacts due to the noise in the
measurements.

VIII. DOA ESTIMATION WITH POLYNOMIAL ROOTING

Polynomial rooting can increase performance and achieve
super-resolution in several DOA estimation methods, such as
the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beam-
former, the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method
and the minimum-norm method. All these methods involve
the estimation or the eigendecomposition of the cross-spectral
matrix both in their spectral and root version.

The cross-spectral matrix estimated from L snapshots
(i.e., observations of y at a particular frequency) is defined as

Ĉy ¼
1

L

XL

l¼1

yly
H
l : (35)

The eigendecomposition of the cross-spectral matrix
separates the signal and the noise subspaces

Ĉy ¼ ÛsK̂sÛ
H

s þ ÛnK̂nÛ
H

n ; (36)

where Ûs comprises the signal eigenvectors, which corre-
spond to the largest eigenvalues K̂s, and Ûn comprises the
noise eigenvectors. The signal eigenvectors are in the same
subspace as the steering vectors (1), while the noise eigen-
vectors are orthogonal to the subspace of the steering vec-
tors, thus aðhÞHÛn ¼ 0.

A. Spectral version of DOA estimation methods

MVDR (Ref. 29) aims to minimize the output power of
the beamformer under the constraint that the signal from the
look direction remains undistorted. The MVDR beamformer
power spectrum is

PMVDR hð Þ ¼ 1

a hð ÞHĈ
'1

y a hð Þ
: (37)

MUSIC (Ref. 30) uses the orthogonality between the
signal and the noise subspace to locate the maxima in the
spectrum

PMUSIC hð Þ ¼ 1

a hð ÞHÛnÛ
H

n a hð Þ
: (38)

The minimum-norm is also an eigendecomposition based
method but, unlike MUSIC which utilizes all noise eigenvec-
tors, it uses a single vector, v ¼ ½v0;…; vM'1(T , which resides
in the noise subspace [compare with the dual vector ĉ Eq.
(20) which resides in the signal subspace] such that

aðhiÞHv ¼ 0; i ¼ 1;…; K; (39)

where K is the number of sources.
All the noise subspace eigenvectors, i.e., the columns of

Ûn have the property in Eq. (39). However, if the vector v is
chosen as a linear combination of the noise subspace eigen-
vectors the algorithm tends to be more robust.18,31,32

The minimum-norm method selects a vector, v, in the
noise subspace with minimum ‘2-norm and unit first ele-
ment, v0 ¼ 1. The vector v can be constructed from the noise
eigenvectors as31

v ¼ ÛndH=kdk2
2; (40)

where the vector d is the first row of Ûn. Equivalently, the
vector v can be constructed from the signal eigenvectors as

v ¼ Ûs
bH

1' kbk2
2

; (41)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Grid-free sparse reconstruction. A ULA is used with
M ¼ 21 sensors and d=k ¼ 1=2 to localize three sources (!) at h
¼½'19:69428; 28:35948; 73:94578( with amplitudes jxj¼½0:6; 0:3; 0:3(. (a) The
dual polynomial. (b) Reconstruction with grid-free CS (*) and CBF. The SNR is
20dB.
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where the vector b is the first row of Ûs.
The minimum-norm spectrum is

Pmin-norm hð Þ ¼ 1

a hð ÞHvvHa hð Þ
: (42)

B. Root version of DOA estimation methods

The root version of the DOA estimation methods is based
on the fact that for ULAs the null spectrum has the form of the
trigonometric polynomial in Eq. (B2) with x ¼ 2pðd=kÞ sin h
(since sin h 2 ½'1; 1(, then for a standard ULA x 2 ½'p; p().
Thus, evaluating the spectrum is equivalent to evaluating the
roots of the polynomial on the unit circle.33

More analytically, let NðhÞ ¼ aðhÞHWaðhÞ be the null
spectrum, such that the spectrum is SðhÞ ¼ NðhÞ'1. For
MVDR, W ¼ Ĉ

'1

y (Ref. 18, p. 1147), for MUSIC, W
¼ ÛnÛ

H

n (Ref. 18, p. 1159) and for the minimum-norm
method, W ¼ vvH (Ref. 18, p. 1163). Then

NðhÞ ¼
XM'1

m¼0

XM'1

n¼0

e'j2pmðd=kÞ sin hWmne'j2pnðd=kÞ sin h

¼
XM'1

l¼'ðM'1Þ
wle
'j2plðd=kÞ sin h;

NðzÞ ¼
XM'1

l¼'ðM'1Þ
wlz
'l; (43)

where wl ¼
P

m'n¼lWmn is the sum of the elements of the
Hermitian matrix W along the lth diagonal and
z ¼ ej2pðd=kÞ sin h.

The set of DOAs, T̂ , is estimated from the roots of the
polynomial NðzÞ, or equivalently the polynomial
NþðzÞ ¼ zM'1NðzÞ, which lie on the unit circle, zi ¼ ej argðziÞ as

T̂ ¼ sin hi ¼
k

2pd
arg zi jNþ zið Þ ¼ 0; jzij ¼ 1

$ %
: (44)

After the support is recovered, the amplitudes can be esti-
mated through an overdetermined problem as in Eq. (28).

Even though the root forms of DOA estimation methods
have, often, more robust performance than the corresponding
spectral forms,34 they require a regular array geometry to
form a trigonometric polynomial and detect its roots behav-
ior. To achieve a robust estimate of the cross-spectral matrix
many snapshots are required, L > M, i.e., stationary sources.
Furthermore, eigendecomposition based methods fail to dis-
cern coherent arrivals. Forward/backward smoothing techni-
ques35,36 can be employed to mitigate this problem and
make eigendecomposition based methods suitable for identi-
fication of coherent sources as well, but they still require a
regular array geometry and an increased number of sensors.

IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The high-resolution capabilities of sparse signal recon-
struction methods, i.e., CS for DOA estimation, and the
robustness of grid-free sparse reconstruction even under

noisy conditions and with random array configurations are
demonstrated on ocean acoustic measurements. The interest
is on single-snapshot reconstruction for source tracking and
the results are compared with CBF.

The data set is from the long range acoustic communica-
tions (LRAC) experiment19 recorded from 10:00–10:30
UTC on 16 September 2010 in the NE Pacific and is the
same as in Ref. 5 to allow comparison of the results. The
data are from a horizontal uniform linear array towed at 3:5
knots at 200 m depth. The array has M ¼ 64 sensors, with
intersensor spacing d ¼ 3 m. The data were acquired with a
sampling frequency of 2000 Hz and the record is divided in
4 s non-overlapping snapshots. Each snapshot is Fourier
transformed with 213 samples.

The data are post-processed with CBF and CS on a dis-
crete DOA grid ½'908 : 18 : 908( as well as grid-free CS at
frequency f ¼ 125 Hz (d=k ¼ 1=4). To facilitate the compari-
son of the results, the grid-free CS reconstruction is also pre-
sented on the grid ½'908 : 18 : 908( by rounding the estimated
DOAs to the closest integer angle and using the maximum
power within each bin. The results are depicted in Fig. 7 both
with all M ¼ 64 sensors active, Figs. 7(a)–7(d) and by retain-
ing only M ¼ 16 sensors active in a non-uniform

FIG. 7. (Color online) Data from LRAC. (a) Uniform array with M ¼ 64
sensors and the corresponding (b) CBF, (c) CS on a discrete grid, ½'908 :
18 : 908(, and (d) grid-free CS reconstruction. (e) Non-uniform array with
M ¼ 16 sensors and the corresponding (f) CBF, (g) CS on a discrete grid
and (h) grid-free CS reconstruction.
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configuration, Figs. 7(e)–7(h). Both array configurations, Figs.
7(a) and 7(e), have the same aperture thus the same
resolution.

The CBF map (6) in Fig. 7(b) indicates the presence of
three stationary sources at around 458, 308, and '658. The
two arrivals at 458 and 308 are attributed to distant transiting
ships, even though a record of ships in the area was not kept.
The broad arrival at '658 is from the tow ship R/V Melville.
The CBF map suffers from low resolution and artifacts due
to sidelobes and noise. The CS reconstruction (9) [!¼ 3.5,
Fig. 7(c)] results in improved resolution in the localization
of the three sources by promoting sparsity and significant
reduction of artifacts in the map. The grid-free CS solution
(28), Fig. 7(d), provides high resolution and further artifact
reduction due to polynomial rooting.

Retaining only 1=4 of the sensors on the array in a non-
uniform configuration degrades the resolution of CBF due to
increased sidelobe levels, Fig. 7(f). However, both CS on a
discrete DOA grid, Fig. 7(g), and grid-free CS, Fig. 7(h),
provide high-resolution DOA estimation without a signifi-
cant reconstruction degradation.

The single-snapshot processing, Fig. 7, indicates that the
sources are adequately stationary. Therefore, the 200 snap-
shots can be combined to estimate the cross-spectral matrix
(35) and employ cross-spectral methods for DOA estimation.
Figure 8(a) compares the power spectra of MVDR (37),
MUSIC (38), and the minimum-norm method (42) and Fig.
8(b) the corresponding root versions.

The root versions of cross-spectral methods, especially
the root MUSIC and the root minimum-norm method, pro-
vide improved resolution compared to the corresponding
spectral forms. However, the root cross-spectral methods
require both many snapshots (i.e., stationary sources) for a
robust estimate of the cross-spectral matrix and uniform
arrays. Grid-free CS does not have these limitations.

X. CONCLUSION

DOA estimation with sensor arrays is a sparse signal
reconstruction problem which can be solved with CS.
Discretization of the problem involves a compromise
between the quality of reconstruction and the computational
complexity, especially for high-dimensional problems. Grid-
free CS assures that the sparsity promoting optimization

problem in CS can be solved in the dual domain with semi-
definite programming even when the unknowns are infinitely
many. Grid-free CS achieves high-resolution DOA estima-
tion through the polynomial rooting method.

In contrast to established DOA estimation methods,
CS provides high-resolution acoustic imaging even with
non-uniform array configurations and robust performance
under noisy measurements and single-snapshot data.
Finally, the grid-free CS has the same performance both
with coherent and incoherent, stationary or moving sources
while other DOA estimation methods based on polynomial
rooting fail to discern coherent arrivals and have degraded
resolution for moving sources as they require many
snapshots.
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APPENDIX A: CONVEX OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

This section summarizes the basic notions and formula-
tions encountered in convex optimization problems, as pre-
sented analytically in Ref. 24.

1. Primal problem

A generic optimization problem has the form

min
x

f0ðxÞ

subject to fiðxÞ , 0; i ¼ 1; :::;m

hjðxÞ ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; :::; q; (A1)

where x 2 CN is the optimization variable, the function f0 :
CN ! R is the objective (or cost) function, the functions
fi : CN ! R are the inequality constraint functions and the
functions hj : CN ! C are the equality constraint func-
tions. The optimization problem (A1) is convex when
f0;…; fm are convex functions and h1;…; hq are affine (lin-
ear) functions.

The set of points for which the objective and all con-
straint functions in Eq. (A1) are defined is called the domain
of the optimization problem

D ¼
\

i¼0

m

dom fi \
\

j¼1

q

dom hj: (A2)

A point ~x 2 D is called feasible if it satisfies the constraints
in Eq. (A1).

The optimal value p! of the optimization problem (A1),
achieved at the optimal variable x!, is

p! ¼ infff0ðxÞ j fiðxÞ , 0; hjðxÞ ¼ 0g
¼ ff0ðx!Þjfiðx!Þ , 0; hjðx!Þ ¼ 0g; (A3)

for all i ¼ 1;…; m and j ¼ 1;…; q.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Data from LRAC, combining the 200 snapshots to
estimate the cross-spectral matrix and processing with MVDR, MUSIC, and
the minimum-norm method. (a) Spectral version and (b) root version. The
ULA with M ¼ 64 sensors and d=k ¼ 1=4 is used.
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2. The Lagrangian

The Lagrangian, L, of an optimization problem is
obtained by augmenting the objective function with a
weighted sum of the constraint functions. The Lagrangian of
the generic optimization problem (A1) is

Lðx; k; mÞ ¼ f0ðxÞ þ
Xm

i¼1

kifiðxÞ þ Re
Xq

j¼1

"ihiðxÞ

" #

;

(A4)

where ki is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the ith
inequality constraint, fiðxÞ , 0, and "j is the Lagrange multi-
plier associated with the jth equality constraint, hjðxÞ ¼ 0.
The vectors k 2 Rm and m 2 Cq are the dual variables of the
problem (A1).

3. The dual function

The dual function of the problem (A1) is the minimum
value of the Lagrangian (A5) over x 2 D for k 2 Rm and
m 2 Cq,

gðk; mÞ ¼ inf
x2D

Lðx; k; mÞ: (A5)

Since the dual function is the pointwise infinum of a family
of affine functions of ðk; mÞ, it is concave, even when prob-
lem (A1) is not convex.

The dual function (A5) yields lower bounds on the opti-
mal value p! Eq. (A3) for any k " 0 (where " represents
componentwise inequality) and any m,

gðk; mÞ , p!; (A6)

since gðk; mÞ ¼ infx2D Lðx; k; mÞ , Lð~x; k; mÞ , f0ð~xÞ for
every feasible point ~x.

4. Dual problem

The dual function (A5) gives a lower bound on the opti-
mal value p! of the optimization problem (A1), which
depends on the dual variables ðk; mÞ with k " 0; see Eq.
(A6). The best lower bound, i.e., the lower bound with the
greatest value, is obtained through the optimization problem

max
k; m

gðk; mÞ subject to k " 0; (A7)

which is the dual problem to the optimization problem (A1).
The dual problem (A7) is a convex optimization prob-

lem, since the objective function to be maximized is concave
and the constraints are convex, irrespectively whether the
primal problem (A1) is convex or not.

5. Weak duality

The optimal value d! of the dual problem (A7),
achieved at the dual optimal variables ðk!; m!Þ is

d! ¼ supfgðk; mÞ j k " 0g ¼ fgðk!; m!Þ j k! " 0g:
(A8)

The dual maximum d! is the best lower bound on the mini-
mum of the primal problem (A3), which can be obtained
from the Lagrange dual function. The inequality

d! , p!; (A9)

holds even if the primal problem (A1) is non-convex and is
called weak duality.

The non-negative difference p! ' d! is called the duality
gap for the optimization problem (A1), since it gives the gap
between the minimum of the primal problem and the maxi-
mum of the dual problem.

6. Slater’s condition and strong duality

When the duality gap, p! ' d!, is zero, strong duality
holds characterized by the equality

d! ¼ p!: (A10)

Strong duality holds when the optimization problem
(A1) is convex and there exists a strictly feasible point, i.e.,
the inequality constraints hold with strict inequalities. The
constraint qualification which implies strong duality for con-
vex problems is called Slater’s condition,

fiðxÞ < 0; i ¼ 1;…; m;

Aq)Nx ¼ y: (A11)

When the primal problem is convex and Slater’s condition
holds there exist a dual feasible ðk!; m!Þ such that
gðk!; m!Þ ¼ d! ¼ p!, i.e., the optimal value of the primal
problem can be obtained by solving the dual problem.

The Slater’s condition holds also with a weaker con-
straint qualification, when some of the inequality constraint
functions, f1;…; fk, are affine (instead of convex)

fiðxÞ , 0; i ¼ 1;…; k;

fiðxÞ < 0; i ¼ k þ 1;…; m;

Aq)Nx¼y: (A12)

The weaker constraint qualifications (A12) imply that strong
duality reduces to feasibility when both the inequality and
the equality constraints are linear.

7. Schur complement

Let X be a square Hermitian matrix partitioned as

X ¼ A B
BH C

" #
; (A13)

where A is also square Hermitian. If det A 6¼ 0 then the
matrix

S ¼ C' BHA'1B (A14)

is called the Schur complement of A in X.
A useful property related to the Schur complement is

that if A 1 0 then X " 0 if and only if S10.
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APPENDIX B: BOUNDED TRIGONOMETRIC
POLYNOMIALS

This section presents useful results for bounded trigono-
metric polynomials and their roots as presented in Ref. 37.

1. Trigonometric polynomials

Let aðxÞ ¼ ½1; ejx;…; ejxðL'1Þ(T be a L) 1 basis vector
for trigonometric polynomials of degree L' 1 with
x 2 ½'p; p(. A (causal) trigonometric polynomial can be
written in terms of the basis vector as

HðxÞ ¼
XL'1

l¼0

hle
'jxl ¼ aðxÞHh; (B1)

where h ¼ ½h0;…; hL'1(T 2 CL is the vector of the polyno-
mial coefficients.

2. Non-negative trigonometric polynomials

Let RðxÞ ¼ jHðxÞj2 ¼ HðxÞHðxÞH . From Eq. (B1), the
non-negative trigonometric polynomial RðxÞ has the form

RðxÞ ¼
XL'1

k¼'ðL'1Þ
rke'jxk; (B2)

where rk ¼
PL'1'k

l¼0 hlh!lþk for k / 0 and r'k ¼ r!k , i.e., the
coefficients are conjugate symmetric thus RðxÞ is Hermitian.
Equivalently, the coefficients rk can be calculated as the sum
of the kth diagonal elements of the autocorrelation matrix
QL)L ¼ hhH as

rk ¼
XL'k

i¼1

Qi; iþk: (B3)

3. Bounded trigonometric polynomials

Let two polynomials HðxÞ and BðxÞ fulfill the
inequality

jHðxÞj , jBðxÞj; 8x 2 ½'p; p(; (B4)

which implies jHðxÞj2 , jBðxÞj2; 8x 2 ½'p; p(. Defining
RHðxÞ ¼ jHðxÞj2 and RBðxÞ ¼ jBðxÞj2 as in Eq. (B2),
yields RHðxÞ , RBðxÞ. From Lemma 4.23 in Ref. 37,
RHðxÞ , RBðxÞ implies QH 2 QB, where QH ¼ hhH and
QB ¼ bbH are the autocorrelation matrices of the coefficient
vectors h ¼ ½h0;…; hL'1(T and b ¼ ½b0;…; bL'1(T of the
polynomials HðxÞ and BðxÞ, respectively. Through a Schur
complement (see Appendix A 7), QB ' h1'1hH " 0 is
equivalent to semidefinite matrix

QB hL)1

hH
1)L 1

" #
" 0: (B5)

Let the polynomial HðxÞ have amplitude uniformly
bounded for all x 2 ½'p; p( such that, jHðxÞj , c, where
c 2 Rþ is a given positive real number. As a special case of
the results for bounded trigonometric polynomials in Eqs.

(B4), (B5), with jBðxÞj ¼ c, Theorem 4.24 and corollary
4.25 in Ref. 37 states that the inequality jHðxÞj , c can be
approximated by two linear matrix inequalities

"
QL)L hL)1

hH
1)L 1

#
" 0;

XL'j

i¼1

Qi;iþj ¼
c2; j ¼ 0

0; j ¼ 1; :::; L' 1:

$
(B6)

The latter constraint follows from the autocorrelation matrix
of the constant polynomial RBðxÞ ¼ c2.

The results for bounded trigonometric polynomials can
be used in relation to the ‘1-norm, since setting an upper
bound for the maximum amplitude of a polynomial implies
that the polynomial has amplitude uniformly bounded for all
x 2 ½'p; p(,

kHk1 ¼ max
x2½'p; p(

jHðxÞj , c;

jHðxÞj , c; 8x 2 ½'p; p(: (B7)

4. Roots of real non-negative trigonometric
polynomials

For a bounded trigonometric polynomial jHðxÞj , 1,
we can construct a polynomial

TABLE I. MATLAB code for Sec. IV.

Given y 2 CM, d, k
Solve dual problem with CVX (Ref. 23), Eq. (23)

1: cvx_solver sdpt3

2: cvx_begin sdp

3: variable SðM þ 1; M þ 1Þ hermitian

4: S >¼ 0;

5: SðM þ 1; M þ 1Þ ¼¼ 1;

6: trace(S) ¼¼ 2;

7: for j ¼ 1 : M ' 1

8: sum(diag(S; j)) ¼¼ SðM þ 1' j; M þ 1Þ;
9: end

10: maximize(real(Sð1 : M; M þ 1Þ0 ! y))

11: cvx_end

12: c ¼ Sð1 : M; M þ 1Þ;

Find the roots of Pþ, Eq. (26)

13: r¼ conv(c,flipud(conj(c)));

14: rðMÞ ¼ 1' rðMÞ;
15: roots_ P¼ roots(r);

Isolate roots on the unit circle, Eq. (27)

16: roots_uc¼ roots_ P (abs(1-abs(roots_ P)) <1e' 2);

17: [aux,ind]¼ sort(real(roots_uc));

18: roots_uc¼ roots_uc(ind);

19: t¼ angle(roots_uc(1: 2:end))/(2 ! pi ! d=k);

Amplitude estimation, Eq. (28)

20: A_T¼ exp(1i ! 2 ! pi ! d=k!½0:ðM ' 1Þ(0 ! t0);

21: x_CS_dual¼A_T \ y;
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PðxÞ ¼ 1' jHðxÞj2 ¼ 1' RðxÞ; (B8)

which is by definition real-valued and non-negative, thus it
cannot have single roots on the unit circle. The degree of
the polynomial PðxÞ is 2ðL' 1Þ. Therefore, the polyno-
mial PðxÞ has at most L' 1 distinct roots on the unit
circle. At a root, x0, we have Pðx0Þ ¼ 0 and subsequently
jHðx0Þj ¼ 1.

APPENDIX C: IMPLEMENTATION IN MATLAB

The algorithm in Table I for the implementation of the
method described in Sec. IV is an adaptation of the code by
Fernandez-Granda in Ref. 17.

APPENDIX D: DUAL PROBLEM WITH NOISE

In the case that the measurements Eq. (13) are contami-
nated with additive noise n 2 CM such that knk2 , !, the
primal problem of atomic norm minimization (15) is refor-
mulated to problem (32) or equivalently

min
x
kxkA subject to

y ¼ FMxþ n;
knk2 , !:

$
(D1)

The Lagrangian for Eq. (D1) is formulated by augmenting
the objective function with a weighted sum of the constraints

Lðx; c; nÞ ¼ kxkAþRe½cHðy'FMx'nÞ(þnðnHn' !2Þ;
(D2)

where c 2 CM are the dual variables related to the equality
constraints, y' FMx' n ¼ 0, and n 2 Rþ is a Lagrange
multiplier related to the inequality constraint, knk2 ' ! , 0.

The dual function gðc; nÞ is the infimum of the
Lagrangian, Lðx; c; nÞ, over the optimization variable x,

gðc; nÞ ¼ inf
x

Lðx; c; nÞ

¼ Re½cHy' cHn( þ nðnHn' !2Þ
þ inf

x
ðkxkA ' Re½cHFMx(Þ: (D3)

Minimizing over the unknown noise n 2 CM

@g c; nð Þ
@n

¼ 'cþ 2nn ¼ 0; (D4)

yields the optimal noise vector, no ¼ c=ð2nÞ. The dual func-
tion evaluated at no is

g c; nð Þjno
¼ Re cHy

( )
' cHc

2n
þ n

cHc

4n2
' !2

 !

þ inf
x
kxkA ' Re cHFMx

( )* +
: (D5)

Further, maximizing over the dual variable n,

@g c; nð Þjno

@n
¼ cHc

4n2
' !2 ¼ 0; (D6)

we obtain the optimal value for the dual variable no

¼ kck2=ð2!Þ.
Finally, the dual function evaluated at the optimal val-

ues no and no becomes

gðcÞjno;no
¼Re½cHy(' !kck2þ inf

x
ðkxkA'Re½cHFMx(Þ;

(D7)

and the dual problem is formulated by maximizing the dual
function, gðcÞjno; no

, over the dual variables c 2 CM similarly
to the process detailed in Sec. IV C,

max
c

gðcÞjno; no
3 max

c
Re½cHy( ' !kck2

subject to kFH
Mck1 , 1: (D8)
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